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Abstract� The BFGS update and the DFP update perhaps are� respectively� the most successful
Hessian and inverse Hessian approximations for unconstrained minimization problems� This paper
describes a geometric meaning of these updates understood from the Wedderburn rank�one reduction
formula�
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�� Introduction�

A straightforward way of solving

min
x�Rn

f���

where f � Rn �� R is twice continuously di�erentiable is to apply Newton�s method to
the system of equations

g�x� �� rf�x� � �����

Even when modi	ed to ensure global convergence
 however
 Newton�s method su�ers
from a main disadvantage in that the Jacobian G�x� of g�x� �i�e�
 the Hessian of f�x��
is often unavailable or very expensive to compute� For this reason
 considerable e�orts
have been made to develop cheap and reasonable approximations to either G�x� or its

inverse�
Since the Hessian is always symmetric and often positive de	nite �especially near the

optimal solution�
 it is important that an approximate Hessian should also possess these
properties� Among existing secant methods
 perhaps the two most successful Hessian

and inverse Hessian approximations in the literature that preserve these properties are
the BFGS update and the DFP update �
 ���

To bring out the notation
 we quickly recapitulate these two method as follows� Let
xc and x� denote
 respectively
 the current and the next approximate of the optimal

solution� The secant equation for the approximation H� of G�x�� is

H�sc � yc��
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where

sc �� x� � xc

yc �� g�x��� g�xc��

The BFGS update H� from Hc is given by

H� �� Hc �
ycy

T
c

yTc sc
�
Hcscs

T
cHc

sTc Hcsc
����

The secant equation for the approximation K� of G�x���� is

K�yc � sc����

The DFP update K� from Kc is given by

K� �� Kc �
scs

T
c

sTc yc
�
Kcycy

T
c Kc

yTc Kcyc
����

It is interesting to note the dual relationship between ��� and ��� with the interchanges
H � K and yc � sc� Since only the secant equation and the format of the update

matter in our discussion that follows
 the duality enables us not to di�erentiate between
BFGS and DFP although in practice a general consensus is that the BFGS update
performs better than the DFP update�

In this paper
 we want to point out that both BFGS and DFP updates are using

the Wedderburn rank�one reduction formula ���� The Wedderburn formula sheds a light
on a geometric meaning of the updates� In particular
 we show that both the BFGS
update and the DFP update are
 respectively
 the unique least squares approximations
of the original approximate Hessian and inverse Hessian subject to some special linear

constraints�
We begin in section � with a quick survey of the Wedderburn rank reduction for�

mula� Naturally associated with the formula is a projection mapping� This oblique

projection plays an important role in characterizing a special n � � dimensional a�ne
subspace� In section  we relate the Wedderburn formula to the BFGS and the DFP up�
dates� Our intention is not to redraw these well�known updates
 but rather to describe
an interesting geometric meaning on what these updates are approximating�

�� Wedderburn Formula�

In this section we introduce the Wedderburn rank reduction formula for a general
matrix A � Rm�n�

Wedderburn ��
 p���� has shown that
Lemma ���� If x � Rn and y � Rm are vectors such that � � yTAx �� �� then the

matrix

B �� A� ���AxyTA���





has rank exactly one less that the rank of A�

Householder ��
 p�� has observed that the converse is also true�
Lemma ���� Let u � Rm and v � Rn� Then the rank of the matrix B � A����uvT

is less than that of A if and only if there are vectors x � Rn and y � Rm such that
u � Ax� v � ATy and � � yTAx� in which case rank�B� � rank�A�� ��

We shall refer to ��� henceforth as the Wedderburn rank�one reduction formula�
The formula can lead to a general matrix factorization process that includes the LDU
decomposition
 the Lanczos algorithm and the singular value decomposition as special
cases ����

It is also worth mentioning that Cline and Funderlic ��� have further generalized
the about results to include the case where a matrix of rank possibly greater than one
is subtracted�

Lemma ���� Suppose U � Rm�k� R � Rk�k and V � Rn�k � Then

rank�A� UR��V T � � rank�A�� rank�UR��V T ����

if and only if there exist X � Rn�k and Y � Rm�k such that

U � AX� V � ATY and R � Y TAX����

The transformations A and B in ��� are related in an interesting way� Suppose x

and y are 	xed� For any z � Rn we may write

Bz � A

�
z �

yTAz

yTAx
x

�
�����

De	ne

SA�x�y ��

�
z �

yTAz

yTAx
x j z � Rn

�
�����

Note that x cannot belong to SA�x�y so long as yTAx �� � x and that SA�x�y is an �n� ��
dimensional linear subspace� Thus the space Rn is the direct sum

Rn � spanfxg � SA�x�y�����

When there is no danger of ambiguity
 we sometimes write SA�x�y as SA for brevity� The
transformation PA�x�y �again
 abbreviated as PA� de	ned by

PA�x�y �� I �
xyTA

yTAx
���

represents the projection mapping from Rn onto SA along the vector x and satis	es the

relationships

B � APA�����

PA�R
n� � SA�����

This projection will play a major role in providing us with an insight to the geometric
meaning of the BFGS and the DFP updates�

�



�� A New Look of BFGS�

Since BFGS and DFP are dual to each other in the sense of interchanging H � K

and yc � sc
 the discussion considered below for the BGFS update applies equally well
to the DFP update�

Upon substituting �� into ���
 we observe that

H� �
H�scs

T
cH�

sTc H�sc
� Hc �

Hcscs
T
cHc

sTc Hcsc
�����

Comparing with ���
 we realize that each side of ���� is employing a Wedderburn rank
reduction formula with x � y � sc� Equivalently
 ���� may be written as

H�PH� � HcPHc
����

where we shall denote henceforth PH � PH�sc�sc and SH � SH�sc�sc for any given H �
Rn�n satisfying sTc Hsc �� ��

Motivated by ����
 we may regard BFGS as being constructed from two prospects�

�a� We 	rst tear the matrixHc down to a matrix �Hc of rank n�� by pruning away
a rank one matrix� The Wedderburn formula provides us with a recipe on how
this should be done� To maintain symmetry
 it is necessary that the x and y in
��� are proportional to each other� This pruning process is unique if the null

space �spanned by x� of �Hc is speci	ed� We choose x � sc�
�b� We then rebuild a matrix H� by grafting a rank one matrix to �Hc so that the

secant equation is satis	ed� Furthermore
 the rebuilt matrix must be symmetric
and must be such that if it is pruned again according to the process in �a�
 then

the remainder is the same as �Hc�
We will elaborate more on these points in the following� In particulary
 we will show
that H� is unique�

Let fc�� � � � � cn��g of SHc
be an arbitrary but 	xed basis of SHc

� Such a basis is
fairly easy to construct� For example
 one could simply project an arbitrary basis to
XHc

through PHc
�See below�� De	ne

xi �� PH�ci�����

for i � �� � � � � n � �� It is easy to see that fx�� � � � � xn��g forms a basis for SH�� The
geometry is illustrated in Figure �� From ���� we realize that the BFGS update must
satisfy
 in addition to ��
 the equations

H�xi � Hcci����

for i � �� � � � � n� �� Let

S �� �Hcc�� � � � �Hccn��� yc�����

TH� �� �x�� � � � � xn��� sc�����

Note that TH� is nonsingular� Thus H� is uniquely determined by

H� � ST��H�
�����

�
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Fig� �� Geometry of Basis for SH �

The disadvantage of ���� is that TH� is implicitly de	ned by H�� Indeed
 given any
H � Rn�n for which sTcHsc �� �
 we may always repeat similarly to ���� to produce a
basis fPHc�� � � � �PHcn��g for the subspace SH and hence uniquely determine a matrix

��H� �� ST��H���

with

TH �� �PHc�� � � � �PHcn��� sc� �����

It is interesting to note from ���� that the BFGS update H� is a 	xed point of the

mapping ��
The following is an important property of ��H��
Theorem ���� For any H � Rn�n such that sTcHsc �� �� it is true that PH �

P��H��

Proof� We already know that SH is spanned by the basis fPHc�� � � � �PHcn��g�
Observe that

P��H��PHci� � PHci����

because

sTc ��H�PHci � sTc Hcci � �����
�



by ���� It follows that fPHc�� � � � �PHcn��g is also a basis of S��H� which is the same

as SH �
Consider the set

H ��
n
�H � Rn�n j �� �H� � �H

o
�

n
�H � Rn�n j �HP �Hci � Hcci for i � �� � � � � n� �� �Hsc � yc

o
����

It is easy to check that ��H� � H for any H � Rn�n such that sTcHsc �� �� But what
is the topology of the overall H� We claim that

Lemma ���� The set H is an a�ne subspace� In fact� the dimension of H is n���

Proof� For any �H � H
 observe that

�HP �Hci �
�H

�
ci �

sTc
�Hci

sTc
�Hsc

sc

�
� �Hci �

sTc
�Hci

sTc yc
yc �

�
I �

ycs
T
c

sTc yc

�
�Hci

De	ne

P �� I �
ycs

T
c

sTc yc
�����

Then H may be written as

H �
n
�H � Rn�n j P �Hci � Hcci for i � �� � � � � n� �� �Hsc � yc

o
�����

Note P is now independent of �H �
If �H�� �H� � H
 then P� �H� � �H��ci � � for i � �� � � � � n � � and � �H� � �H��sc � ��

This shows H is an a�ne subspace� It also follows that the tangent space TH� �H� of H
at any �H is given by

TH� �H� �
n
H � Rn�n j PHci � � for i � �� � � � � n� �� Hsc � �

o
���

For any H � TH� �H�
 observe that Hci � �iyc with �i ��
sTc Hci
sTc yc

� We may rewrite this
relationship as

H � yc ���� � � � � �n��� ��C���

where

C�� �� �c�� � � � � cn��� sc� �

It is easy to see that the converse is also true
 i�e�
 any H of the form ��� with arbitrary
��� � � � � �n�� is in TH� �H�� This shows H is of dimension n� ��

At this point
 there is no guarantee that ��H� will be either symmetric or positive
de	nite even if H is� The theory of the BFGS update indicates that there should be
an intersection of the a�ne subspace H and the linear subspace S�n� of all symmetric

n � n matrices� Are there any other matrices in the intersection of H and S�n�� We
claim

�



Theorem ���� Given any sc �� � and yc� there is one and only matrix in the

intersection of H and S�n�� i�e�� the one given by ����
Proof� We have already proved that H� � H � S�n�� On the other hand
 any

H � H satis	es HPHx � HcPHc
x for all x � Rn� Upon expansion
 we have

HPHx � Hx�
Hscs

T
c H

sTcHsc
x�

If H is also symmetric
 then we may replace Hsc � �sTcH�T by yc and hence prove the
assertion�

It is important to note that H depends on the basis c�� � � � � cn�� of SHc

 but H�

does not� We should also point out that Theorem � guarantees that H � S�n� �� �
and that the intersection is of the form ���
 but it still does not guarantee the positive
de	niteness� As a matter of fact
 it is a well known result that H� is positive de	nite

if and only if sTc yc � � �
 ��� Regardless of the de	niteness
 however
 we now know
that the BFGS update is the unique symmetric matrix that acts on the subspace SH�

in exactly the same way as Hc does on SHc
� We may interpret H� as the unique least

squares approximation of Hc subject to the constraints that H� � H and H� � S�n��

It is also interesting to point out an alternative approach for 	nding H�S�n�� The
idea is similar to the so called alternating projection method for two convex sets ����
We de	ne a sequence of matrices fH�k�g in S�n� as follows�

H��� �� Hc�

H�k��� ��
��H�k�� � ��H�k��T

�
for k 	 �����

Observe that for k 	 �


sTcH
�k���sc � sTc ��H

�k��sc 
 sTc yc���

We may therefore further restrict our attention to the a�ne subspace W of S�n� where

W ��
n
H � S�n� j sTcHsc 
 sTc yc

o
����

Obviously H�k��� is the Frobenius norm projection of ��H�k�� into the subspace S�n�
�and W�� Unfortunately ��H�k�� is not the Frobenius norm projection of H�k� into H�
However
 by Theorem ��
 we notice that ��H�k�� is the approximation that makes the

least changes of the subspace SH�k�� It can be proved that H�k� converges to H��
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